BF100

new

100 hp 4-stroke Outboard Engine

Honda 4-stroke engine
Honda’s exclusive variable valve
timing and lift electronic control
delivers outstanding additional
top-end torque and increased
fuel efficiency.

Boosted Low Speed Torque
(BLAST™) System advances
ignition timing during full-throttle
acceleration, resulting in
explosive hole shot torque.

Easy access
Wider hood clips give easier access to
the engine, while the updated water jacket
doesn’t need removing to access anodes.

Adjusts air/fuel mixture and ignition
according to demands, maximising
power and fuel efficiency when in
cruising mode.

Clean, quiet, efficient and easy starting
100hp engine with superb durability.
Surpasses the World’s most stringent
environmental regulations.

Updated Electronic
fuel injection (EFI)
The latest EFI technology delivers a
precisely measured amount of fuel to
the engine ensuring smoother peak
performance while burning less fuel.

44-amp alternator
Keeps the starting and dual-purpose
battery banks charged all day – even
when running multiple accessories.

Durable
An alumite treatment to the water
jacket and anodes, plus Honda’s
patented, multi-layer 4-Front corrosion
process ‘HiM’ (High corrosion coating
for marine), protects the engine from
the elements, increasing its life span.

3-way cooling

Trolling control
An optional extra: Precise adjustments
in 50rpm increments can be made, ideal
for fishing and slow-speed manoeuvres.

The Honda BF100 has been re-styled and re-engineered to be even more
efficient, durable and easy to maintain – delivering new levels of power,
performance and efficiency. The BF100 features Honda’s race-derived VTEC
system delivering smooth, stable idling at low speeds and incredible top-end
power at higher speeds. Our latest Electronic Fuel Injection (EFI) technology
ensures smoother peak performance whilst burning less fuel and ECOmo
makes the engine cleaner, quieter and more fuel-efficient when cruising.

Hydrodynamic gear casing
High performance, streamlined
design reduces splash and drag.

Safe operation
A range of features including oil pressure
alert, start-in-gear protection and a wrist-fit
engine kill-switch inspire confidence.

Price
(incl. VAT)

£XXXXX.XX

Year Warranty

Professional Use

*6 Year Warranty subject to following the service schedule

PEQ-BF100-0416

This allows users to connect the
engine to an ever increasing variety
of electronic equipment such as
chart plotters, fish finders and
navigation equipment.

Greatly reduces engine wear for
superb durability and reliability.

